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Abstract 
Various efforts have been done so far to develop ontology for engineering functions in order to support functional modeling 
in design processes. The efforts focused on identifying a minimal set of functions that did not overlap and yet encompass the 
space of designed products. 
In this study, we use Substance Field analysis of biological systems acting in various fields and environments to define an 
ontology for biological functions. Comparing our ontology for biological functions, derived from the Su-Field analysis, 
to other ontologies for engineering functions reveals similarity and suggests an efficient generalization of system function 
ontologies. 
The process of the Su-Field analysis is provided together with examples and demonstrations. The implication of the 
results for functional modeling design in general and for biomimetic design in particular is further discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
TRIZ has already been identified as a main core of knowledge suitable for bridging the gap between biology 
and engineering. The role of applying TRIZ thinking methods for analyzing biological systems was previously 
discussed by introducing the Bio-TRIZ matrix which is an extended contradiction matrix that incorporates biological 
solutions to engineering conflicts [1]. A different TRIZ tool, the law of system completeness, served to analyze 
biological systems to clarify sustainable aspects of systems, such as unification of system parts and the usage of 
external energy resources [2]. These studies showed that the TRIZ method can be further used as a source for 
biomimetic design, investigating natural organism's life mechanisms. Biomimetic design is based on the imitation of 
nature's best models, structures, processes or systems, in order to promote sustainability and innovation in 
technological systems [3]. 
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In this paper, we introduce a new Biological analysis using TRIZ Su-Filed analytical tool for functional    
modeling,    originally    aimed    to    solve    engineering    problems    [4].    We    explored biological functions in 
order to define a minimal set of basic functions that characterize the biological domain. The analysis yields a 
definition of biological function ontology that can be used further in biomimetic design processes. Results are 
compared with previously reported functional ontologies. 
The following flow of information serves as a general structure of our paper: the need for formalized 
function ontology and a recommended new approach to derive the function ontology from biological systems 
(section 2.1). Description of the methodology used for extracting biological functions by means of Su_Field 
analysis of biological systems. Su-Field Function Ontology analysis results are described in Table 1 including 
examples (section 2.2). A theoretical explanation of the results is provided in section 2.3. Comparison of our 
results to selected references of previous engineering functional ontologies is found in section 2.4 (Table 3). 
Discussion and results implications for functional modeling design in general and for biomimetic design in 
particular are found in section 3. 
2. Exploring biological functions by Su-Field analysis model 
2.1. Biological and technological system functions 
Function is a basic characteristic of an entity. In relation to technological systems, functions refer to their 
goal or purpose. However, a goal cannot be associated to biological systems as they are evolved by the laws of 
nature. Therefore, when we use the word function in relation to biological systems we refer to an interpretation of 
the system actual behavior. 
Functional modeling is an important stage in the design process as it explains the product architecture, 
structure and behavior [5]. During this process, the overall function of the product as defined by the customer needs 
is decomposed by smaller sub-functions in order to transform the product function to alternative product layouts 
that are easily solvable [6]. Therefore, functions are key elements in designing products and function ontology 
is required for functional modeling processes. Such a function ontology should be a formalize representation of a 
concise minimal set of functions that did not overlap and yet encompass the space of designed products. 
Different representations of the same functions will yield different ways to represent the same design concept. 
This need for formalized function ontology is prominent especially during multidisciplinary design 
processes, when the inconsistency of functional vocabulary across domains may lead to ambiguity, 
complexity, non-uniformity and non-repeatability of functional models [7, 8]. A lack of domain independent 
functional ontological framework that provides the most general domain-independent functions led to 
developments of top level function ontologies that describe the most general functions present across domains 
[9]. These ontologies aim to identify a minimal set of functions that do not overlap and yet encompass the 
space of designed requirements [7, 9]. Latest effort to standardize these ontologies by the NIST design 
repository project [7] still lacks a confirmed relation to biological functions. Therefore, in this study we aim to 
develop a top level function ontology that is derived from biological systems and encompass biological 
functions to support functional modeling processes in general and biomimetic design processes in particular. 
2.2. Su-Field analysis of biological functions mechanisms 
We adapted the typical Su-Field analysis model to define a minimal set of generic functions for top- level 
function ontology. According to this model, a function is defined as an interaction between two substances and 
one field [4]. Substance A (S1) interacts with substance B (S2) to perform a certain function (action). 
Substance A is the working unit that performs the function, and substance B is the target object that receives 
the function. The data base represented in this paper is the same as the one used in our previous study, analysis of 
biological systems by the law of systems completeness [1]. The database consists dozens of biological 
systems and for each one we performed the Su-Field analysis, described in Table 1, by using the following steps: 
x Identify Su-Field components 
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x Identify system functions that can be explained as the interaction between two substances and a field. 
x List functions that repeat in several groups of biological systems (shown in Table 1). 
Table 1: Su-Field analysis of biological system mechanisms 
 
2.3. From biological function to generic system function 
Defining actions as a result of Su-Field analysis is usually expressed as a combination of one of the following 
verbs: increase, decrease, change and stabilize together with the name of the target object [8]. For example, the wind 
changes the position of the samara seed. We can see that these four basic verbs appear in Table 1: remove and add are 
equivalent to increase and decrease, stabilize may be equivalent to regulate and change appears in the same wording. 
However, there are some other functions that do not appear in these usually expressed verbs such as contain, channel, 
push, stop and move and might characterize unique actions that are frequent in biological systems and not necessarily 
in technical systems. 
The question why the results of the Su-Field function ontology are the functions described in table 1 and not 
others may be explained by a simple theoretical consideration of all the possible interactions between two substances 
in a given space. 
A+B (A is added to B) 
A-B (B is removed from A) 
A B (A is entered into B) ĺ entered permanently (contained) 
      ĺ entered temporarily (channelled, regulated)  
A ĺ B (A pushes B, B pushes back A) with no permanent change in B 
A changes B ĺ A changes the form, position or place of B 
For example, supposing we pure water (substance A) on a not permeable surface (substance B). Under a field of 
adhesion forces, the water may be added to the surface creating a new distinguished unit of water plus surface. Under 
a field of gravitation, if the surface is positioned in a slope, the water may be removed from the surface, and the result 
is a separation of these two substances. Now, let's assume the surface is curved and has the shape of a tube. In this 
case, the water will channel through the surface under a certain fields like gravitation or capillarity. But, if the curved 
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surface has the shape of a glass, if we pure the water into the surface, the surface will contain them as the surface is 
not permeable. The water pushes the glass and the glass pushes back the water. As a result, the surface is not changed 
permanently. But if the surface is made of a very thin and weak layer of material, in this case the water may push the 
surface and move it to a new location or cause it cracks or fractures. If we substitute the surface material with a 
permeable material like a surface of sand, than the result is a new function, mix. As we analyzed biological organisms 
on the system levels we didn't find this function, which is more frequent in chemical processes. This theoretical 
consideration demonstrates the space of possible interactions between two substances and one field. As demonstrated, 
if we change the field or some of the substance characteristics such as shape, position, permeability or thickness, we 
get different interactions or different functions. 
Table 2 was constructed using the following steps: if we set two substances, with a limited list of possible actions 
occurring between them, the action preformed can be expressed as follows: 
The definition of functions according to this theoretical consideration is similar to the functions derived by the Su-
Field analysis and represents possible interaction between two substances in a given space (Table 2). 
Table 2: Su-Field generalized function ontology 
 Interaction Between Substance A and 
Substance B 
Su-Field Function 
Ontology 
Related Specified Functions 
1 A is added to B Add Attach, Connect, Attract, Combine, Increase 
 A is removed from B Remove Detach, Separate, Subtract, Cut, Refract, Decrease 
2 A contains B Contain Hold, Store, Protect, Defence, Trap, Grasp 
3 A is channelled through B Channel Lead, Stream, Transmit, Transfer, Transport, Guide, Direct, Flow 
4 A is channelled through B on demand Regulate Control, Modulate 
5 A push B Push Push, Press, Pull, Stress, Crush
 B stop A Stop Push back , Return , Cease, Secure, Protect, Isolate, Insulate, 
Stabilize, Resist, Smoothen, Disperse, Deflect 
 
2.4. Comparing Su-Field generic biological functions to selected references 
As mentioned, several functional ontologies were developed as a result of the need to support functional 
modeling processes. In this section, we compare our Su-field function ontology, that is derived from biological 
systems and encompasses biological functions, to selected references of previous engineering functional 
ontologies. The results of this comparison appear in Table 3. 
Table 3: Comparison between Su-field function ontology to previous engineering functional ontologies (adapted from Hirtz et al., p. 33 [7]). 
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Pahl and Beitz [10] used the approach of associating functions to material, energy and signal flows and identified 
five general functions: Channel, Connect, Vary, Change and Store. Hundal [11] listed six function classes: 
Branch, Channel, Connect, Change Magnitude, Convert and Store/Supply. For each class he related more specific 
functions. Altshuller [4] offered a set of 30 functional descriptions which may be distilled into less functions 
according to Pahl and Beitz taxonomy: Separate, Transfer, Change, Accumulate, Check and Stabilize. Hirts et al. [7] 
aimed to generate an atomic taxonomy that is generic enough to be used for modeling a broad variety of engineering 
products. They developed a consistent functional vocabulary by integrating previous research efforts and came up 
with the functional basis which includes the following functions: Branch, Channel, Connect, Control Magnitude, 
Convert, Provision, Signal and Support. 
Su-Field analysis of biological systems (Tables 1-2) yielded a similar ontology to previous engineered functions 
ontologies. It contains the core functions that appear in all compared ontologies: Add/Remove (Connect/Separate), 
Contain (Store), Channel, Regulate and Change. In addition, it contains other functions  like Push, Stop, Move and 
Sense that appear in part of the compared ontologies. According to this comparison we may suggest that Su-
Field function ontology is a generalization of system function ontologies, as it provides a minimal set of functions 
that encompass the previous function ontologies. 
3. Summary 
An analysis of dozens of biological systems by Su-Field models led to a definition of biological function 
ontology (Table 1). This ontology encompasses functions that repeat in large numbers of cases in our database. All 
the function's mechanisms may be explained by an interaction of two substances and one field of energy, though the 
substances and the field changes between the cases. A comparison of the Su-Field ontology to previous engineered 
ontologies (Table 3) showed that Su-Field ontology is an efficient generalization of system function ontologies, 
The results have implications for the field of functional modeling in general, and especially for the field of 
multidisciplinary design, such as biomimetic design. Su-Field function ontology may be a top- level function 
ontology that supports functional modeling processes as it is clear, simple and generalize other function ontologies. 
Regarding biomimetic design processes, Su-Field function ontology may be the bridge between engineering and 
biology as function is considered to be the linking concept between these two domains, in a process that is known as 
the "function-bridge" [12]. Defining the design challenge in terms of the required function enables to locate a 
suitable model for inspiration or imitation in nature that achieves the same function. Therefore, providing a minimal 
comprehensive set of biological functions that repeat in biological systems and have the same meaning and 
wording in technological systems, may assist designers to bridge the gap between biology and engineering and to 
find an analogical solution to the technological design challenge in biology or vice versa. 
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